Mahan Accessory Dwelling Unit
302 Coleman Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA
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SPECIAL INSPECTIONS:

1. PRE-CONSTRUCTION MEETING
2. ELEVATION, TOPOLOGY, AND SITE CONSTRUCTION PERMIT FOR SPECIFICATION
3. 3D MODELS FOR REMODEL PERIOD
4. TO-BE-BUILT FOR REMODEL PERIOD
5. FINISH-MATERIALS FOR REMODEL PERIOD
6. TO-BE-BUILT OR FINISH-MATERIALS FOR REMODEL PERIOD
7. FINISH-MATERIALS FOR REMODEL PERIOD
8. TO-BE-BUILT OR FINISH-MATERIALS FOR REMODEL PERIOD

NOTE:

- REVISIONS MADE TO CONSTRUCTION PLOT PLAN TO ACCOMMODATE NON-COUNTY MANDATED LIVING SPACE
- SPECIAL INSPECTIONS REQUIRED
- PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
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